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High SchoolAthlete
NEW AUDITORIUM- GYMNASIUM AT FRANKFORT HIGH SCHOOL

Construction on the new auditorium-gymnasium at Frankfort High School started
during the summer of 1955. The building, costing more than §400.00(1, will be completed this month, with the dedication scheduled for November 27. There are 2000 permanent seats in the gymnasium.

Official

Organ of the

KENTUCKY HfGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSN.
NOVEMBER - 1956
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Thorough Physical Exams Needed by High School Athletes
By Mrs. Joyce Clements and
Editor's Note: Mrs. Joyce Clements is Health Educator of the
Louisville Tuberculosis Association. J. Irvin Nichols is ExecuSecretary of the Kentucky Tuberculosis Association.

tive

"Come
These

on, Charlie, get another basket!"
words were shouted often at a young

high school student in central Kentucky during exciting basketball games in the 1954-55
season. Charlie is a real person who was
having a wonderful time playing basketball
and baseball that year. He was the picture of
health with no symptoms to indicate any illness. But at some time in his life Charlie had
become infected with TB.
In May, 1955, Charlie had an x-ray in the
mobile unit when it came to his home town.
TB was discovered and Charlie spent 11 precious months in the Paris Tuberculosis Hospital. He is well now and has a good future
ahead of him in business. To look at him you
would never guess he had fought a battle
with the TB germ.
When Charlie's tuberculosis was found it
was moderately advanced. He had a positive
sputum and therefore could have been infecting others. Could this case of tuberculosis have been discovered earlier and cured
earlier? Probably so, if Charlie had received
a tuberculin test or a chest x-ray as part of
the physical examination required of athletes.

Are we providing adequate health protection for our young athletes? Are we sufficiently interested in their physical well be-

ing? The physical examination required by
the School Health Code is designed to protect
our young boys and girls. Sometimes these
exams are done hurriedly. Manv students
are examined rapidly, due to time limitations
of the examining physician and the school.
It is imnortant that these physical exams be
thorough. A tuberculin test or an x-ray as a
part of the routine physical would reveal
any presence of tuberculosis. The x-ray would
also help detect other abnormalities of the
lungs and heart.
Unlike most other communicable diseases,
tuberculosis has no visible symptoms in the
earlv stages. The infection takes place without the person being aware of it. The germs
begin their work destroying tissue in a quiet,
unnoticed way. Even after several months
of disease activity the person mav not look
or feel sick. Only with the help of x-rav and
laboratory tests can the physician detect
the disease.

Beginning with age 15 the percentage
of newly reported active cases of

spiral

J. Irvin

Nichols

ascends rapidly. During 1955
one hundred and fourteen new cases of tu-

tuberculosis

berculosis were discovered among Kentucky
students 15-19 years of age. We are not sure
why the incidence of tuberculosis is so large
in this age group. It may possibly be attributed to greater opportunity for infection or
to hormonal changes taking place in the body
during this period of rapid growth. An athlete, engaging in strenuous, physical effort,
can give any existing TB infection an opportunity to become active disease. But a tuberculin test or a chest x-ray would reveal TB
infection early, before obvious symptoms indicated advanced disease.

TB

is

a complex disease and

difficult to control. It is

is

peculiarly

caused by a micro-

scopic germ, the tubercle bacillus. The germs
enter the body through the mouth and nose.
The disease chiefly affects the lungs but can
The
affect any or all parts of the body.
incubation period varies from a few weeks
to many years. A person may be infected
early in life and not develop active tuberculosis until many years later.
There is no evidence of natural specific
immunity to tuberculosis. And once a person
has had TB there is no assurance that he
will not either break down or be reinfected.
Resistance to tuberculosis is enhanced by
good nutrition, adequate rest and observance
of good health habits, but no vaccine has
been discovered that will protect a person
from catching the disease.
Once a person has been found to have tuberculosis hospitalization is usually recommended. There his recovery is speeded with
complete rest, good food, drugs and possibly
chest surgery.
destructive
unpredictable,
Insidious,
these are only a few of the adjectives commonly used to indicate the difficult characteristics of

TB.

Kentucky has never had reason to be
proud of her tuberculosis case rates and
death rates. In 1955 our State had the third
highest case rate (the number of newly reported cases per 100,000 population), and
the second highest death rate (the number
of deaths per 100.000 population). The case
rate was 74.2, and the death rate was 15.7.
Yet, Kentucky can be proud of the progress
that is being made. During the past five
years the death rate from TB in Kentucky
has been cut fifty per cent, and in the past
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Early Season Basketball Questions
Editor's
rule.

Note:

They are

situations

1.

These rulings do not set aside or modify any
interpretations on some of the early season

which have been

Play:

How

presented.

does the held ball definition

from that of last year?
Ruling: Under the current

differ

rule the restriction on a player who is holding the ball
is slightly greater than that for a dribbler.

Under the stated circumstances, the 5-second
time limit applies anywhere in the front
court while a player is holding the ball. For
the dribbler (other than one enclosed Inscreening teammates) it applies only to the
floor area which is roughly within 15 feet
in front of the division line and in a corner
of the front court where intersecting boundary lines restrict the activities of the opponent.
Comment Last year's experience indicates
that having the 5-second time limit almost
eliminates situations in which it is necessary
for the Official to enforce the time limit.
The primary purpose of the revision in this
year's rule is to designate a more specific
For
area where a dribbler is restricted.
practical purposes, the administration will
be about the same as for last year.
2. Play: Al tries for field goal. Teammate
A2 touches the ball in downward flight in
the vicinity of the basket. Under what circumstances is this legal?
Ruling: A teammate of the thrower may
legally touch the ball in an attempt to guide
it into the basket if such touching is after
the ball has touched the ring or backboard
or is after the try for field goal has ended.
Here are illustrations. If a try by Al strikes
:

the backboard at one side, A2 may time
his jump to touch the ball as it rebounds and
guide it into the basket. If a try is short or
clearly off-direction so it is obvious that it
cannot enter the basket without help, the

by
Touching is prohibited only in
those cases where a try for field goal is
accurate enough in distance and direction so
that it might be successful without any adtry has ended and subsequent touching

A2

is

legal.

The prohibition ends as soon
as such try has touched ring or backboard.
ditional help.

Per Year

—Installment

1

It does not apply to a batted ball during rebounding. The prohibition against such
touching by an opponent of the thrower is
the same as for a teammate of the thrower.
3. Play: Tall Al jumps while holding the
ball and pushes (dunks) it down through
the basket. His hand is in the basket cylinder
and in contact with the ball while it is on
the way down. Is this a violation of the
"goal tending" rule?
Ruling: No. The restriction in Rule 9-11
applies to a ball in flight. In the case cited,
the ball remains in contact with the hand

and

is

not yet in flight.

In an unusual situation, Al tries
for field goal. He follows the ball in and rises
near the basket. As the try is in downward
flight and before it has touched ring or backboard, he pushes the ball through the basket.
Ruling: Violation of 9-11. The prohibition
applies to the thrower for field goal as well
4.

Play

:

as to his teammates.
5. Play: Al tries for field goal. The try
strikes the ring, bounces above it and is in
downward flight when it is pushed through

the basket by A2.
Ruling: Not a violation. The prohibition
ended when the try touched ring or backboard.
6. Play: Does the exception in Rule 9-9
apply to a jump in the free throw circle?
Ruling: It applies to any jump ball. This
provision was adopted at a time when the
ball was not taken to one of the circles after
a held ball. A good case could be made for
making this apply only to a jump ball in the
_

center circle.
7. Play: During jump ball between Al and
Bl, there is a violation because: (a) A2 has
a foot in the restraining circle before the
tap; or (b) Bl taps the tossed ball before it
reaches the highest point; or (c) Al legally
taps the ball which then goes directly out
of bounds; or (d) Al legally taps the ball
and then catches it. What is the proper
procedure for Officials and when would the
clock be started?
(Continued on Page Eleven)
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Directors— W. B. Jones (1953-57) Somerset; W. H. Crowdus
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Vice-President

Jtrom

the

Commissioned

REPORTS
1.

2.
3.

s

CJfpice

supervise the taking of the exam. OfKentucky need not suggest
the name of an examiner, since it is probable
that one examiner for each county will be
named. The "approved" rating does not carry
forward from year to year, but must be
earned each year. After an official has received the "certified" rating, he keeps this
rating by attending clinics without having
to continue to take the exam each year.
will

ficials living in

Approved and Certified Officials
Twenty-one football officials have qualified for the "Certified" rating this fall, and
seven for the "Approved" rating.
These
are:
Certified Officials

officials

NOW DUE

1956 Football Participation List
School's Report on Football Officials
Official's Report on Schools (Football)

1956

—

Jim Barlow, Thomas
Howard Bennett, Richard Betz,
George W. Brown, Travis Combs, Layton
P.

Bell,

Cox, John

S.

Crosthwaite,

Jr.,

Jack H. Dur-

Gene Harris, Fletcher Holeman, Bernard
Johnson, Ravmond Kraesig, Carl Lawson,
Bob McColhim, Bill Nau, K. F. Schmitt,
Joseph R. Schuhmann, John H. Shaw, Clifton Stone, Edward H. Weber.
Approved Officials E. C. Caiman, Jr.,
William Gammon, Clem Jarboe, Morris B.
kin,

State Tournament Reservations

The 1957 State High School Basketball
Tournament will be held in Louisville on
March 13-16. Because of the great number of
lodging reservations available in the city of
Louisville and in Jefferson County, it has
not been thought necessary to set up priority
periods with the hotels and motels in the area
as has been done in recent years when the
tournament was held in Lexington.

The

Louisville

Chamber

of

Commerce

stands ready to assist State Tournament patrons who have trouble in securing lodging
accommodations during tournament time.
The address of the Louisville organization is
300 West Liberty Street, Louisville, and any
correspondence concerning tournament reservations should be called to the attention of
Mrs. Rita Decker. It is believed that most
school men and others requiring lodging
during tournament time will be able to secure accommodations at the hotels and motels of their choice.

National Federation Basketball Test
Part II of the National Federation basketball examination will be given all over Kentucky on Monday, December 3, to officials
who wish to work for the "approved" and
"certified" ratings. Officials registered with
the K.H.S.A.A. for the first time this year,
and who have not been registered previously
in any other state associations, are not
eligible to take the test.
Those interested
should advise the State Office immediately
in order that necessary arrangements can
be made with the school administrators who

—

Lancaster, Douglas
Gordon Reed.

Noland,

A.

L.

Perry,

Protection Fund News
One hundred ninetv-nine member

schools

had insured their athletes
with the Protection Fund at the time this
issue of the magazine went to press. One
hundred eighty-one claims, totaling $3,493.16
have been paid since July 1.

of the K.H.S.A.A.

Employment Bureaus
employment
bureaus for
Sixteen

officials,

one in each basketball region, have been established. Each registered official should file
at once with his bureau head and/or the
nearest bureau head his schedule of games
and a list of dates on which the official will
be available to call games. The names of the
bureau heads, with their business and residence phone numbers, are as follows
Region 1. Rex Alexander, Murray State
College, Murray; Business No. 740, Ext. 15;
Res. No. 1292W.
Region 2. Amos Teague, Princeton Ave.,
Madisonville; Res. No. 1897W.
Region 3. Roy Settle, 1000 E. 20th St.,
3-3575; Res.
Owensboro; Business No.
3-2136.
No.
Region 4. Joe Richardson, 210 York,
No. 48; Res. No.
Greenville; Business

MU

MU

1077-W.

THK KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETE FOR NOVEMBER,
Region 5. Carroll Broderick, 1760 Normal
Bowling Green: Business No. 3-8212:
Res. No. 3-8594.
Region 6. Howard Gardner. 307 Poplar
Business No. Ft. Knox
Dr., Elizabethtown
Dr.,

;

6638: Res. No. 4451.
Region 7. Dave Longenecker, 3910 OlymBusiness No. BE 3401 Res.
pic, Louisville
No. Ta. 6-9071.
Robert L. Rosenbaum. 117 Fairlawn Rd.,
Louisville; Business No. JU 4-8191; Res.
7-2833.
No.
Region 8. Elmo Head, Shelbvville; Business No. 142 Res. No. 1273W.
Region 9. John Sehaar, Bellevue; Business
No. Co. 1-2980 Res. No. Co. 1-5069.
Region 10. Bennie Bridges, North Middletown Res. No. 4392.
Region 11. Harry Stephenson. 2210 Circle
Dr.. Lexington; Business No. 2-4789; Res.
No. 4-9620.
Region 12. Bob McLeod, Somerset: Business No. 545; Res. No. 571.
Region 13. John S. Crosthwaite, Harlan;
Business No. 57 Res. No. 2075.
Region 14. Arnett Strong, 425 Cedar,
Hazard; Business No. 3300; Res. No. North
;

;

TW

;

;

;

;

389.

Region 15. Dick Looney, Pikeville Res.
No. 813.
Region 16. Ernie Chattin, 2147 Central.
Ashland; Business No. East 4-6191 Res. No.
East 4-2665.
;

;

SUPPLEMENTARY

LIST OF

MEMBER SCHOOLS OF THE
Adair County
(Columbia)
Adairville
Arlington

Bate
(Danville)

Booker T. Washington
(Ashland)
Boone County
(Florence)

Buckhorn

Camargo
(Mt. Sterling)

Centertown
Clav Countv
"(Manchester)

Eubank
Feds Creek
Fleming County
(Flemingsburg)

K.H.S.A.A.

Lone Oak
(Paducah)
Minerva
Montgomery County
(Mt. Sterling-)
Mullins
(Pikeville)

Nancy
North Marshall
(Calvert City)
Owingsville

Phelps
Prestonsburg
Providence

Sandy Hook
St.

Charles

(Lebanon)
Stanford
Sunfish
Tompkinsville
Trenton

Garrett
Hopkinsville

Trigg County-

Jackson
Knott County
(Pippa Passes)

Uniontown

Kyrock
(Sweeden)

Vanceburg-Lewis County
(Vanceburg)

Lily

Wayland

(Cadiz)

Utica

Willisburg
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled
one telephone number

November

1

)

given for an official listed, it is
the home phone number unless otherwise designated.
If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Cox, Bill, Tennessee Avenue, Pineville, ED 73209. ED 79131
McCubbin, James A., 328 12h Ave., Hunting-ton. W. Va.
Malone, Donald R., Dept. of Recreation, Ironton. Ohio
Parker, Billie E„ P. O. Box 731, Pineville. ED 73293
Snowden, Ken, S44 Boyd Avenue, Danville, 2S41, 708
If

is

SUPPLEMENTARY

LIST OF

REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled
one telephone number

November

1)

given for an official listed, it is
the home phone number unless otherwise designated.
If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
A bell. James Alvie. Burna, 3400
Almond, Bennett M.. 1009 18th Street. Portsmouth. Ohio.
4-155S. EL 32195
Amato. S. Joseph. Jr.. 522 Shelby St., Frankfort, 42231. Ext.
280 (Bus. No.
Amburgey, Jesse Lee. College Station, Box 3, Berea. 9129
Ark. Billie D.. Athletic Office. Ft. Knox. 4427. 5757
Arnold, Marvin R.. 365 MeLeod Ave.. Madisonville. 2329
Arnzen. Stanley. 33 Ohio Avenue. Newport. JU 16262, AX 16827
Babbs, Don, Honshaw, Sturgis 2520
Baker, .lames A.. R. F. D. 2. Wingo. EV 22142
Ballard, Shirley Lee. 2A Gay Street, Winchester, 1933W, 1700
Ballinger. Richard L.. 820 E. Washington St.. Louisville 6,
0394
Beard, Monio. 617 Hampton Road, Bowling Green. VI 38848,
VI 36036
Black, Amos, College Street, Harrodsburg. 501, 711J
Blevins, Johnny. Langley. 3300
Blevins, Kedrick, Langley, 3300
Blumer, Sherry, 376 Park Avenue. Lexington. 30312
Bowen, D. C, Apt. 33-L Wherry, Ft. Campbell. 2057 iBus. No.)
Bowers, Hugh S. Jr., 45 E. Center. Madisonville. 2598 (Bus No.
Bridges. Bennie E.. North Middletown, 4392
Britt, Glenn Jr.. 1238 College Street. Bowling Green
Brooks, James A., Box 120. Betsy Layne. Pikeville 1465 (Bus.
If

is

I

WA

I

No.

Brown,
Brown,

I

E.ldie.

D.

R. F.

1,

James William.

Florence,

AT

Lancaster

124

34285, Georgetown 913U
Ave.. Richmond. 155s,

Waco 4071
Nathaniel. Liberty. 3471. 2852
Butcher. Joe M.. Pikeville College. Pikeville. 1219
Butler, Donald A., 2505 Iroquois Drive. Owensboro, Mil 3-3175,
3-2401
Butner, Billv, 122 Aspen Avenue, Richmond. 564W
John
Carlisle.
B.. R. R. 2. Box 217, LaCenter
Cartee, Ralph, Jr.. Second Street. Grayson, GR 44931, C.R 44101
Kentucky St., Bowling Green.
1127
Cassadv, Charles W.,
VI 39538
Cates, Vernon R., Sedalia
2325 Harrod Street, Ashland. EA 45385.
Chattin, Charles,
EA 46464
Clark. Charles. Black Oaks Apt. No. 5S, Paducah
Collins, John J. "Jack", 3424 Decoursey, Covington. CO 1S027
Collins, Owen David, R. R. 1, Jackson. 325J

Buis.

MU

Combs,

Roy

B.,

132

E.

Gray

Street,

Louisville.

WA

6201.

JU 44283
Tom W.,

Paintsville
R. F. D. 1, Brooksville, Augusta 2343

Conley,
Cooper. John.
Cox. Ralph, Box 555, Benham
Crase. Darrell, Berea College. Box 458, 301 (Bus. No.)
Crowe. Emmett H., 7420 Joseph Street, Cincinnati 81, Ohio.
14680
J A 16980,
Culp. Willard E.. Co. A. 326th ABN ENGR BN. Ft. Campbell,
4307, 2971
Current, Ellis R.. 670 Springridge. Lexington. 20382. 34660
Davis. Donald, 39 Harrison. Bellevue. JU 19813. HE 16990
Davis. Kenny. Delbarton. W. Va.
Deskins, Tilden, Phelps
Dixon, Charles T.. 101 Humston Dr., P. O. Box 180, Lawrenceburg. 3608 Bus. No.
Dotson, John B., Route 1. Milltown, Ind.
Donald,
302 Underwood. Campbellsville, 470M. 321
Doyle,
Elliott. Humphrey T., Liberty. 4291
Ensslin, Charles William. 716 North Main Street. Barbourville.
145, 1S5
Evans. Carl L„ 1920 29th Street. Ashland, EA 44058
Evans. James W.. Auxier, Prestonsburg 2072
Farmer, John Clav "Jack". 122 North First St.. Danville.
631W. 2192

MA

I

I

Fenne. Donald, Asbury College. Box 175. Wilmore
Fort, John W.. General Delivery, Pleasant View, Tenn., 4841
Foster, William R. "Bob", Science Hill. 234

Pas e Four
-
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Franklin. James P., 3 Belmont Park. Moseley Dr., Hopkinsville.
58162
Gibson, Eomulus D.. Box 212, Campbellsville, 2530
Gilbert, Gerald L., Box 235. Vine Grove, 133M, Ft. Knox 4950
Gish, Stanley David Jr., 1130 Columbia St.. Newport, JU 10917
Goodin. Shirlely, Four Mile, 72031
Graham, John, West Elm Street. Clay, 2495
Green, Walter, 112% Chester Street, Middlesboro. 2128, 263
4-4208,
Greene, Tolbert E.. 1511 Linden Avenue. Owensboro.
3-2459
Grisham, Jesse R.. 1525 Roosevelt Street, Henderson, 71035
Hall. Roval A.. Jr., 3823 Park Avenue, Covington, AX 17300,
CO 14908
Hardin. Jack H., 1105 "B" Street, Ceredo, W. Va.. Kenova
93881, Huntington ,TA 55151
Harned, Victor C, Route 1, Elizabethtown
37305
Head, Eugene, Route 2. Philpot. PA 94294,
Heitzman. Don. 26 Janet Drive, Winston Park, CO 15820,
HE 10462
32181.
Heldman. John Jr., 140 Seneca Trail, Louisville.
72531
IV,
Helton, George H., 51
Fourth St., Pikeville. 148W
Hesse. Bob E., 611 North 39th Street, Louisville, CY 8562,
JU 43211. Ext. 324

MU

MU

MU

ME

Hill.

EM

Jimmie, Gausdale

Hinkle, Melvin B., 1442 Cypress Street, Paris
Hobbs. Charles V.. 2121 Main St., Westwood Station. Ashland.
EA 49150, EA 42175
Hogg, Bill. 400 Sycamore, Elizabethtown, 9892. Elizabethtown
High School. (Bus. No.)
Holbrook. William M.. 2421 Forest Avenue, Ashland, EA 45860,
EA 42144
Hoskins, Charles, 2922 Finn Avenue, Louisville 8
Howard. Carl. Route 1, Mayfield
Howard. Jimmy D., 1021 Husbands Road, Paducah, 20198,
55629
Howard, Joseph William. 606 South Seminary, Madisonville,
3117. 92
Huff. David N.. Cumberland, 161N, 52W
Hughes. Charles. Wayland. 3491, 4711
Hummer. Irby H., 110 College Heights, Hodgenville. 20M
Hunt, Jackie L-, 920 Greenwood Avenue, Clarksville, Tenn.,
MI 55804
Huntsman, William L. Jr.. 114 Doris Ave., Glasgow, OL 15440,
OL 12233
Huter, James S.. 3505 Vermont Avenue. Louisville. CY 3891
Johnson. Glenn. Route 1, Hazard. 399 (Bus. No.)
Jones, Jack S.. 835 Hilltop Road, Danville, 2696W, 1400, Ext. 37
Kelly, Callis, Volga. Paintsville 19 (Bus. No.)
Kenahan, Thomas F.. 3107 Doreen Way. Louisville, GL 84490,
JU 49825
Kime. Haldon L., Asbury College, P. O. Box 404, Wilmore
Kimmel, Jerry. Beechmont. GR 62656. CR 62266
King, Randall E.. 1171/. South Central St., Campbellsville,

695M
Kingston. Waldo H.. Box 2466, Charleston. W. Va.
Lavoy, Robert W., 1335 Grandview Dr., Ashland. EA 46685,
EA 46641
Lazarus, Rhea Price. 516 East 14th St., Bowling Green, VI 38398
Leathers, Ollie C, 6 Tanner Dr.. Frankfort, 44116, 48030
Lee, Lonnie W., Keavy, Corbin 568J3
Lenahan. Thomas F., 3107 Doreen Way. Louisville, GL 84490.
JU 49825
Leonhardt, A. C, 1417 Oleanda Ave., Louisville, EM 61919,
2211, Ext. 697
Lindauer. Jerry D., 2407 Lindberg Dr., Louisville, ME 74598
Littlepage, Pryce, 431 Sugg Street, Madisonville. 3364
Littral. James W., 460 Locust Ave., Lexington, 30354. 33335,
No. 1 Station
Lones, Joe Jr., Scottsville, 453
McDowell, Charles R., 724 Avalon Pike, Lexington, 40061
McNeil, Patrick, 325 Race. Madisonville, 3460, 2402
Mahan, Boyd W. 8 Circle Drive. Florence. AT 33335. LO 18686
Mahan. Carle E.. French Ave.. Winchester. 1717, Lexington
20290
Malone. Donald R., Dept. of Recreation. Ironton. Ohio
Martin, John B., 202 South Kentucky St., Corbin, 377W, 1348
Mason, James E.. 121 South Second St., Mayfield, 1210M
Mazza, Albert Babe, 285 "A" Street, Ceredo, W. Va.. 94811,
5421
Miller, Dencel, Auburn High School, Auburn
Miller, Roy Lee. Belton, Greenleaf 62666, Central City 440
Miller, William L., Belton, Greenleaf 62666
Mills, Herman, Lovely
Monroe, Robert W.. 501 West Poplar St., Elizabethtown, 4900,
6189
Morris, Buddy. 2177 Winchester Ave.. Ashland. EA 49783
Morgan, Charles A., R. F. D. 3, Clinton. 3533
Moore, Roy Jr.. Reams Street, London, 398J. 24
Newman, Bill. 1614 6th Street, Portsmouth, Ohio, 56503
Oglesby, Durwood, Nortonville
Oldham. Charles M.. Route 1. Hartford
Osborne. Homer L.. 5359 New Cut Rd.. Louisville
O'Nan, Eugene, Route 3, Henderson, 79077
Onty, Leo T. Jr., 603 Perry St., Greenup

WA
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Partridge, Donald E.. 1621 North Willow Rd., Evansville, Ind.
41566.
58181
Penrod. Joe B., 1115 W. Third St., Owensboro.
35068
Perkins. Wayne, 114 West Boyle Ave.. Box 144, Earlington,
5316
Perry, George B., Dawson Springs
Polk. John C. 217 East Jacob, Louisville, JU 41079. JU 44283
Price. James E., Sar Route, Liberty, 2581
Price, Jimmy, Route 1, Demossville. GR 25758. TA 44489
Prior, Lowell F.. Route 6. Portsmouth, Ohio, BOS 824W
Pursifull, Cleophus. Box 1. Loyall, 1110
Rail. Eugene,
124 West Todd St., Frankfort, 42355, 42231,
Ext. 202
Ratehford, Charles R. Jr.. 516 North 33rd St., Louisville.

HA

HA

MU

SP 20108
Reynolds. Richard D.. Co. A. 2128th SU. Ft. Knox. 3727, 5257
Ritter, Goebel. 119 Baker Ave., Hazard, 835, 355
Robinson, Donald C. Route 4. Box 350, London, 142L
Rose, Lee H., 209 East Maxwell St., Lexington, 24568 or
44265
Rush, Ralph, Lida Street, London
Schmalfuss. Werner, 3021 Scioto. Cincinnati, Ohio, CA 10027
Schu, Wilbur, 106 West Main, Georgetown, 1297
Shaw. Don. 2 1 1 > % Black Street, Barbourville, Union Ath. Dept.,
(Bus. No.)
Sheffer. Joseph W., 203 East Lyon Street, Morganfield, 560W,
232
Singleton, Vesper, Anco
Smith. David W., 4511 Bishop Lane. Louisville. GL 83748.
GL 85369
Smith, Eurie H., 3730 Taylorsville Rd.. Louisville, GL 40374
BE 3452
Stanley, Haskell. Route 1, Pikeville
Steely. Stanley E„ South 11th Street, Williamsburg. 3641
Stephens, Clarence W.. 943 Bryan Ave., Lexington, 41224, 34660
Stikeleather, Clyde L.. 315 West Main, Box 231, Leitchfield
115, 104
Taylor, Carl, R. F. D. 3. Box 250, Corbin, 1718
Taylor, Carl L., Box 1243, A.P.S.C, Clarksville, Tenn.
Taylor. Dennis, 710 West Main. Murray, 185, 76
Taylor, Edwin L.. 435 North 41st., Louisville 12. SP 20126
Taylor, Hal, 320 North 32nd St., Louisville, Ar 4859, 218-912
VanMeter. Kaye Don. Bee Spring. LY 73676
Tilley. H. M.. Box 132. LaCenter, 58393
Tincher.
Robert,
Route 4, Nashville Rd., Bowling Green
VI 33380, VI 22424
Tucker. Neal R., Box 76. Dunmor. 185, Hughes Kirk H.
S..
Beechmont. (Bus. No.)
Turner. A. J.. Langley, Martin 3202, Martin 3241
Turner. Bruce. 1114 Pleasant St.. Paris, 534. 9060
VanWinkle, Stephen N. Jr., 4601 Picadilly Ave. Louisville
EM 67094
VanZant. Jim. 502 Prichard St.. Williamson, W. Va
Waggoner. Philip, 2938 Clark St., Paducah
Wallin, Buddy Malcolm. Box 886. E.K.S.C. Richmond. 9159
Warner. Marvin, 228 Vets Village. Richmond
Weisbrodt. Paul E., 350 Stratford Dr.. Lexington, 46665
Westerfield. Glenn, 536 Stanley Ave., Evansville 11
Ind
HA 39570, HA 58161
Whipple, Lloyd G., 216 S. Frederick, Evansville, Ind., GR 65809
43311, Ext. 384
Williams. Donald D.,
Route 2, Waltersville
Irvine 139L
Irvine 106
Williams. Tom M. Jr.. 116 East Broadway, Bardstown, 3079,
Fern Creek 3267
Wilson, Jack R., 1137 Walnut Ave., Ashland, EA 44956
EA 51611
Witt. Fred, Whitesburg, 2661
Wise. Billy V., 363 N. Broadway, Lexington
Wise, Jack. 176 Lincoln Ave., Lexington, 26974, 25494
Wood. James W.. 827 East 19th St.. Owensboro, Murray 41789,
Murray 32401

HA

Building Projects

Eight State High School Associations now
own the building in which headquarters are
located.
These are the Associations in
Georgia, Florida, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, and California. Some of
these buildings represent an investment of
from $50,000 to $75,000. This might seem to
be a rather large investment until compared
with the building project of the National
Education Association which has nearly completed the raising of a $5,000,000 fund for
erecting a headquarters building in Washington, D. C.
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The Flying Dutchman
Valley High School's principal, J. C. Cangets the Flying Dutchman Salute and
the Corn Cob Pipe of Honor for this month.
Principal Cantrell is honored because he
demonstrated his belief that high school
sports belong to the boys who play them
and that profits accruing from such activities
are side issues.
trell,

When Valley and powerful St. Xavier
clashed in their annual football game, which
was a home encounter scheduled on the
Valley gridiron, the Valley athletic fund
could have been enriched by several thousand extra dollars, had not Cantrell's fine
philosophy that sports belong to the boys
prevailed.
By moving the game to LouisValley could have gained financial
ville,
profit, but would have sacrificed the advantage of the home field, which was so
important to the players.
When the kids
pointed out this fact, Cantrell said, "The
game belongs to you and we'll play it here."
It is a sound practice to play such games
where a greater number of spectators may be
accommodated, provided the boys who play
the game are agreeable. Certainly the spectators who pay the costs of our sports deserve consideration, but Kentucky's athletics
continue to excel because school administrators place their young athletes first. So it
is that seven thousand spectators saw the
classic at Valley, whereas fifteen
thousand would have witnessed the struggle
in the big metropolis, but the important

football

is that thirty football players know
that they are the most important issues
involved in any contest.

thing

Kentucky boasts many

colorful personalschool administrators and.
undoubtedly, one of the most outstanding is
Foster "Sid" Meade, the chief educator of
South Portsmouth Schools. Referred to by
Ashland's George Conley as one of Kentucky's top basketball officials, "Sid" is also
hailed as one of Eastern Kentucky's outstanding school administrators. The month
of November will find "Sid" dedicating a
fine new building at South Portsmouth and
presenting a program which will be as colorful as the gentleman himself.
ities

among

It is

its

impossible to be

"down

in

the

dumps"

you are around "Sid" for any length of
time.
His dry humor is matched only by
if

that of our late Irvin S. Cobb, of the other
Most basketball ofsection of Kentucky.
ficials deserve commendation for the effort

Sid

Meade

made

to attend one basketball clinic, but it
not unusual to find "Sid" attending three
in one season. This year "Sid" was the first
official we saw in Morehead, and that night
he was again the first we saw as we started
the Ashland session sixty miles away.
Again, "Sid" came to Lexington last year
and spent two days at his own expense in
the School for Basketball Officials. For our
money, "Sid" Meade has to be classed among
is

Kentucky's finest gentlemen, outstanding
and lovers of sports.
Whenever you get to Pikeville, expect a
lot of things to happen. Here's what happened to us. First off, Ann Looney, attractive wife of official Dick, set up her annual
social gathering after the Pikeville clinic.
Next, we found scores of Pikevillians offering hospitality which varied from watching
the World Series on their TV sets to golfing with them on Pikeville's new course. Incidentally, Ray Burke, one of the mountains'
better known officials, also is a banker and
a golfer who shoots in the low 70's.
Take
him on for eighteen holes when you're in
officials,

that country.

Another event of note was that when we
examined the clinic attendance sheet for the
Pikeville session, we found that an Elvis
Presley, of Memphis, Tennessee, had signed
the register. This signature, we found, was
due to the courtesy of one of the Pikeville
teen-age basketball players in attendance
who could also sing "Hound Dog."
At
More news of the mountain section
Hazard we learned that Lawrence Davis,
who built the fine Recreation Memorial in
that mountain city, plans a most modern
!
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summer

resort motel with a swimming pool
and all of the lavish trimmings of a Miami
Beach resort on top of Hazard's highest
mountain. Hazard's citizens are enthusiastic in telling you that what Lawrence Davis
sets out to accomplish always turns out to
be the best. You can shortly schedule your
vacation at this newly planned Hazard sum-

terest

mer

and applied the paint. Incidentally, that new
gymnasium which T. L. Plain has in operation in Henderson is just about as beautiful
as anything The Dutchman has ever seen,
as is also that new Henderson High School.
Western Kentucky State College's 1956
Homecoming impressed everybody with the
fine young leadership which President Kelly

resort.

Undoubtedly, the finest practices initiated
in the annual basketball clinics are the social
hours which are being arranged as "breaks"
in the middle of the sessions or for periods
immediately following them.
All of this
started when James Pursifull at Bell County High set the tempo with a fine wholesome affair at his school next. Jack Story
at Mayfield enlarged on the idea and, with
the support of everybody's friend, Bill Hunt,
made everybody want to come again next
year; and in the same breath the Louisville
and the Falls Cities official associations
went all out to make their social affair the
top event of the Falls Cities season.
;

There is a lot of talk over the state that
the coaches are going to ask for legislation
at the K.E.A. session which will include them
in attendance at the annual basketball clinics.
If this happens, these social affairs will become even more important as the officiating and coaching fraternities are drawn
closer together.

Of one thing we are certain, that being
that the Kentucky High School Athlete is
not only read, but is eagerly awaited by all

men connected with

Daviess
County's Buck Sydnor sounded the keynote
when he said that it is one of the finest
things done by the K.H.S.A.A. and one of
which
the most informative magazines
crosses his desk. Buck, who in The Dutchman's book is the kind of coach that high
school boys are privileged to play under,
has promoted the Daviess County basketball clinics in such a manner as to bring
commendation from the large crowds in attendance. On the subject of crowds, T. K.
Stone, Elizabethtown Superintendent, and
Howard Gardner, regional representative of
the K.H.S.A.A., did a magnificent job in
packing almost two hundred officials and
coaches in at the Elizabethtown clinic. This
was the first clinic to be held at Elizabethtown and the results justify continuation
of the clinic there in 1957.
of our

sports.

Here are some short shots which

will in-

you. Evansville's Ox Hartley and
Clyde Castle are now full-fledged Big Ten
basketball officials.
Morehead's new gym,
which has automatic windows, will be ready
in December and will seat five thousand,
while the new look in Newport's gymnasium
was brought about by Stan Arnzen's basketball players, who worked out the color scheme

Thompson is giving to that institution. The
campus was an array of color, old graduates
were back in droves, numbering among them
such well known figures as Hugh Poland,

New York

Giants
Arnold
immortal: and
Charlie Blake, the old Fairdale Flash. Smiths
Grove's Wilmer Meredith was elected president of the "W" Club to succeed Don "Duck"
Ray. If Tom Ellis is reading this column,
here's a message: Aubrey Hoof nail, who has
been campus policeman at Western for fortythree years, asked where you were.
His
concern may be out of personal friendship
or it may be that he is still looking for you.
Nobody has ever forgotten the leadership
Covington's Tom Ellis gave the Hilltoppers
while he captained the championship eleven
scout

for

the

Winkenhoffer,

a

;

Western

of 1928.

"Ole Ben" Edelen, the state tournament
has left Uncle Sam's Internal Rev-

official,

enue Department after ten years to open
his own bookkeeping and tax service business for small businesses and individuals
Good
at 3309 Wellingmoor in Louisville.
luck, Bennie.

Just for the records, the 1956-57 basketclinics involved 1900 miles of driving,

ball

hours of talking when all sessions
were added, and an attendance of almost
2000. Sometimes in these sessions we heard
coaches joking about building character beAll
cause their teams were not "loaded."
joking aside, character building is the most
thirty

important.

Character is what a man is before his God
and his judge; his reputation is what men
say he is. Reputation is for time, but character

is

for eternitv.
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Guest Editorals
We

About "Booing"
have always been concerned about the

practice of "booing."

Recently a newspaper carried the story
a group of college students holding a
convention. Prominent individuals were invited to speak before the group.
The story
said that the speakers were alternately applauded and "booed."
It is discouraging to see this type of discourtesy to invited guests, practiced by supposedly educated young men and women. We
fear we are getting old and of the Victorian
era but we can't adjust our thinking to believe that "booing" is an act of a lady or
gentleman. Perhaps these words are obsolete.
Of course those who engaged in this practice may comfort themselves and alibi for
their action by saying the major political
parties and other adult groups are guilty.
But to us it is not sound reasoning to contend that we are excused from rudeness because others are impolite.
We are old fashioned enough to believe
that we can listen politely to a speaker with
whom we disagree, particularly one we have
invited. There are many courteous ways to
show our disapproval.
In the publication of one of our state
athletic associations, the observation was
made that the entire tournament was played
with school officials, coaches and players
showing the best ideals of sportsmanship.
The author of the article observed that
the only act which marred an otherwise fine
exhibition was the "booing" of officials by
some spectators. Rude behavior, in our opinion, of this kind is less excusable than a
player who "loses his head" in the emotions
caused by competition.
Perhaps a serious campaign in schools by
the administration might help to rid interscholastic activities of the chief blot on the
sport scene. Perhaps if the "booers" were
asked to leave, we would have the support of
the great majority of spectators.
For many who "boo" do not recognize a
double dribble from a "too many steps" violation. And rarely have we seen the experienced player or official guilty of "booing"
a decision, for while they may not agree
with the "call," they recognize a judgment
decision and know the official is in the best
position to call the play.
The next step after "booing" is throwing
eggs at the speaker, littering the playing
of
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floor with refuse or

throwing bottles on the
following that comes acts
of violence. Whether the scene be sports,
conventions or meetings, there is a relationship between misbehavior and anarchy.
It may be difficult to make youth understand that the example of their elders is not
playing

field.

And

always commendable.
But then perhaps
youth may want to take a step forward in the
area of social behavior. It might be worth a
trial.

—The

P'athlete.

Selected Sanitation Suggestions
Editorial Note: \ complete list of suggestions for maintaining
clean and healthy conditions in connection with the school
athletic department would approach the size of a medical dictionary.
From the many possibilities. Director Forsythe of
-Michigan has compiled a practical list which ought to be
helpful through display on the athletic department bulletin
board.

Insist on properly fitted equipment.

1.

It

lessens the chance of infection by irritation
from loose or tight apparel.
2. Sterilize personal equipment prior to any
interchange between players.

Provide sanitary drinking facilities. Use
pop or milk bottles or paper cups on the field and a fountain in the
3.

individal half-pint

gymnasium.
4. Always have

a clean, well-stocked first-

aid kit on hand.
5. Keep personal equipment aired and dry
between practice sessions.
6. Be sure players are cooled off and have
thoroughly dried themselves before leaving

locker rooms.
7.
Inspect shoes regularly for nails and

breaks that might cause infection.
8. Inspect showers frequently and keep
them adjusted so that the possibilities of
scalding and hot-water burns are reduced to
a

minimum.

9. Insist on the use of individual towels
for each class or squad member.
10. Provide or insist upon clean, dry towels
every day.
11. Permit no exchange between players of
personal equipment without coach's permission penalty to be dismissal from squad.
;

12.

Provide proper

facilities in

gymnasium

for spitting.
13. Insist on a
by a cold one.

warm shower

being followed

14. Keep players off wet grounds between
halves of football or soccer games.
15. Provide side line sweaters or jackets
for substitutes on rainy, cold days and during outdoor night contests.
16. Insist that injuries, no matter how
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slight, be reported immediately
are received.
18. Clean lockers, showers and
quently and scientifically.
19. Be sure that taping and
are done correctly.
20. Do not allow ill or injured

after they

"head-in-the-sand" attitude; the same feeling of "don't look now; maybe it will go

toilets fre-

away."
Poor sportsmanship at athletic contests
does not cure itself. It takes doing. Student

bandaging
players to

participate in practice or games.
21. Check weights of squad members frequently.
22. Provide a separate towel for each team
member for use at time-outs or between
halves of contests. Hand it to him or provide
a sanitary receptacle for it. Don't allow it to
touch the ground or floor.
23. Launder uniforms and sweat clothes
frequently.
24. Provide foot baths, antiseptic power,
or other accepted treatment for the prevention of athlete's foot.
25.
clean.

Keep gymnasium

— C.

floors

scientifically

E. Forsythe, Michigan.

Nolo Contendere

To save some readers a

trip to the dictionis a legal phrase
whose loose interpretation might be, "I do
not choose to fight," "I give up," "The heck

ary,

the

heading above

with it!" and other possible expressions of
abnegation or evasion. Occasional reports
from officials and other observers lead us
to believe that within some member schools,
principals and athletic directors have entered
pleas of nolo contendere against a rising tide
of poor sportsmanship and bad manners.
Booing, temper displays, near riots are excused by statements to the effect that conditions are no worse than in other places
and in previous years. As a result, nothing
is done to improve a situation which conAbuse is heaped on
tinues to deteriorate.

teams and fans, and some
of the very purposes for which athletics were
thwarted
and
defeated.
instituted
are
Coaches often urge their players to fight for
the glory and honor of the schcool but will
themselves not raise a finger to fight in defense of the virtues athletics are supposed
to teach.
officials, visiting

Perhaps this story is overdrawn but it
illustrates the point. The story deals with a

who was asked what he did about
booing and bad manners at basketball games.
His answer: "It bothers me so much that I
often leave the gym and retire to my office
where I can't hear it." Yet many school athletic
authoiities are guilty of the same
principal

1956

assemblies, enlistment of community support, supervision, employment of capable officials, are all a part of a long-term program
of education. Without these efforts, and
others, high school athletics will bring out
the worst, instead of the best, from those
who play and watch the games.
M. F. Sprunger. Illinois H.S.A.

—

Brawl Versus Sport

An undisciplined
physical prowess of
of individuals would
brawl or possibly a
Such a contest under

contest involving the
individuals or groups
soon degenerate into a
struggle for survival.
the discipline of a system of rules governing conduct and actions
of the participants becomes a game. In a
game every rule can be observed to the letter, yet may not qualify as a sporting event.
To elevate a game to the level of a sport
there must be the added self-imposed discipline of observing the high ideals of sportsmanship. When you are out in front and the
breaks have been going your way and victory
seems assured, it is easy to display respect
and a friendly spirit towards opponents.
You will want to be generous and see that
your opponent gets a fair and equal chance
in every situation or you may even forego
an advantage that is within the rules. The
test as to whether you can discipline yourself comes when the breaks are going against
you. you are behind and possibly an opponent
has taken an unfair advantage of you or
committed a personal foul against you. If
you can take it and not retaliate or become
resentful you have applied the discipline that
elevates a contest into the realm of sport,
and above all, your character has been ennobled and strengthened.
Self-discipline and self-administered correction of an infraction of accepted sportsmanlike practices are desirable. If an athlete
fails in self-discipline and a game official
finds it necessary to disqualify him, the
school administrator should see that he is
withheld from competition until after a conference provides assurance that the athlete
fully understands his responsibility as a representative of his school and that he will
abide by the rules and observe the ethics of
competition. The administrator is obligated
to send to his State Association office a full
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report of the occurrence, including a statement of corrective measures which have been
taken.

low ebb in discipline in a school community has permitted an act of violence
against a game official by any fan, student,
player or member of a school staff, further
competition by the offending school should
be delayed until full report has been made
and acted upon by State Association authorities. According to the bylaws of many State
Associations, such act immediately and automatically places the school on probation pending reinstatement by the proper authorities.
The exercising of control over impulses
and emotions is one of the first prerequisites
of a sportsman and of a good school citizen.
Lee K. Anderson, Oklahoma U.S.A. A.
If a

—

Youth Day
By George

"Every student

I).

at U. K.
Wheeler

our high school should
hear this panel on sportsmanship," remarked
a sponsor of cheerleaders from one of the
high schools recently to a member of the
staff of the State Y.M.C.A. His answer was,
"It can be done."
Last year in one of our high schools in
which there was a strong home room athletic
program in which sportsmanship was not too
good, the cheerleaders of the high school decided to do something about sportsmanship
in the school. Taking a day, the school cheerleaders used the morning session in presenting the panel program they had heard at the
University of Kentucky to the home room
cheerleaders. In the afternoon the home room
cheerleaders repeated the program in each
home room. It is reported that there has
been an improvement in sportsmanship in
the entire school.
in

This experience suggested that sportsmanship could be emphasized in every school if
the cheerleaders of the school would hold a
"Sportsmanship" Assembly in the high
school shortly after they returned from the
Clinic. When the program was talked over
with a number of principals and cheerleader
sponsors, it received instant and wholehearted approval. A number of schools have indicated they plan to hold such assemblies. We
would like to suggest the following procedure
in planning for such an assembly: The cheerleader sponsor should assign each of her
cheerleaders to take notes on one of the
speakers at the clinic so that when they re-
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turn to their school they can repeat the pro-

gram at the assembly.
From visits to the high

schools of Central
looks like the largest attendance at this year's clinic that we
have ever had since the clinics started six
years ago. The success of these clinics is due

and Eastern Kentucky,

to the

it

wonderful cooperation of University

the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association, and the many
men and women who have given their services in making the clinics successes.
The
newspapers have been exceptionally generous
in giving us publicity. The State Y.M.C.A.
is very appreciative of this fine cooperation.
The Youth Day and Cheerleaders Clinic,
scheduled to be held in Lexington on November 17, will have the following programs for
cheerleaders, majorettes, and other students:
Cheerleaders
8:00-10:00, Registration at Coliseum
10:00-11:00, Cheerleaders Clinic at Alumni
Gym ("Building Better Sportsmanship"
Panel Mrs. Arthur Adams, Mrs. Woodrow
Crum, Mr. Robert Hardy. Miss Pat Carter,
Mrs. Jane McCoy)
11:00, Practice Session led by U of K
Cheerleaders
11:45, Free Period for Lunch
officials, school officials,

—

12:45, Parade Formation
2:00, U.K. vs. Xavier

Majorettes
8:00-10:00, Registration at Coliseum
10:00, Meeting of all Majorettes at Guignol
Theatre, Fine Arts Building
1 1 :30, Free Period for Lunch
12:45. All Majorettes will meet with Band
and Cheerleaders in Driveway off Rose Street
to

parade into stadium
2:00. U.K. vs. Xavier

Other Students
8:00-10:00, Registration at Coliseum
10:00, Gala Program Presented by the
University of Kentucky at Coliseum
11:00, Tour of Campus, Directed by Student Y.M.C.A.
11:30, Free Period for Lunch

2:00

U.K.

vs.

Xavier

Book Review
State Director Charles E. Forsythe of the
Michigan High School Athletic Association
is the author of "The Athletic Director's
Handbook," which came from the PrenticeHall press not many months ago. Director
Mark N. Funk of the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association reviewed the
book at the 1956 Annual Meeting of the Na-
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tional Federation.

Among many

complimen-

tary remarks made by Mr. Funk concerning
the new book, were the following:
"If you have read or scanned Charles
Forsythe's 'The Athletic Director's Handbook,' you will now be penalized by being
compelled to listen to things you know already. Those who wish to look at the scenery
may be excused.

have nothing but commendatory remarks to make about this new publication.
One of the weaknesses in courses in schools
"I

of education, from my point of view, is their
lack of content regarding techniques. There
is plenty of philosophy and perhaps of the
science of education but little of the art and
The normal school
practice of education.
administrator does not have the time to
study techniques by methods of research.
What he needs is the practice an intern receives in the field of medicine.
"This book will help to fill in this void, at
least in the field of interscholastic athletics.
It should be a time-saver for the busy adIf I were to suggest one imministrator.

provement,
I would call

it
it

would be concerning the title.
a Handbook for the Adminis-

High School Athletics, for it is
more than an Athletic Director's Handbook.
tration of

Perhaps

my

school

experience

from others, but as Principal

I

is

different

had the

re-

the athleticsponsibility for organization
director, the responsibility of executing the
Therefore, this book would
organization.
have been very helpful to me.
"I think one of the commendable features
of the book is that it does not set up one
plan as best. It shows practices in high
schools with good athletic programs. Since
almost all localities have different problems,
they will be able to select one for themselves
or devise a new one to fit local needs, and it
can be done without taking a lot of time to
investigate, either personally or through
questionnaires, how others are doing a job.
;

I
book is very comprehensive.
with several school men in this
I asked them to think of any athleticsubject and then I checked to see if I could

"The

checked
manner.

it

fincl it. All

that was suggested,

I

could find.

Perhaps all questions about a subject are not
answered, but that would require an encyclopedia. But the book does indicate where the
answers can be found.
"The book is organized alphabetically by
subject, which makes it a quick reference
text. The cross reference system used is excellent.

"There are about 350 forms and directives

1956

illustrated. As I stated before, these will save
a busy administrator a great amount of time
for he will not have to spend a lot of time
investigating procedures of other schools. It
would be foolish for me to try to review the
200 or more topics listed. You will want to
do this yourself, if you have not already done
so.

"Mr. Forsythe has made,

in

my

opinion,

a very fine contribution to the literature on
the administration of high school athletics.
I would recommend it not only for the athletic director, faculty manager or coach but
most of all for the professional library of the
Principal and Superintendent."

THOROUGH PHYSICAL EXAMS
(Continued from Inside Front Cover)

year the number of newly reported cases of
tuberculosis was reduced fourteen per cent.
Much of Kentucky's recent success against
tuberculosis can be attributed to good case
finding by private physicians, hospitals and
health departments, and to modern methods
of treatment. Last year 2,193 Kentuckians
found out for the first time that they had
active tuberculosis. Many of these people
are now being treated in the State and County tuberculosis hospitals that have facilities
for approximately 1,600 patients.
Although tuberculosis is gradually becoming a disease of older age groups, a critical
period for its development is in the late
"teens." This presents high school administrators and coaches with an important responsibility. Searching for those students

who may

be sick and securing the necessary
treatment for them, as well as protecting
those who are well, is a responsibility to be
shared by many. Parents, private physicians,
voluntary
health
departments,
health
agencies, school administrators and coaches
all have an important role to play, for tuberculosis and other infectious diseases are community problems.
It is currently estamated that there are
5,000 people in Kentucky who have tuberculosis but do not know it. So long as the disease of one of these people goes undetected,
others are in danger of being exposed. Surely
it's worth the time and effort necessary to
provide examinations for the students in
vour school and the people of vour community.

Charlie, the young man we described in
the introduction, has two brothers in Kentucky high schools this fall. The health protection offered by your school could assure
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them, and others like them, that eleven
months of their young lives will not be spent
in a tuberculosis hospital.

BASKETBALL QUESTIONS
(Continued from Page One)

The violation in (a) causes
become dead. Hence, in (a) and (b),

Ruling::

to

not a legal tap of a live

ball. Official

ball
it

is

should

immediately raise his hand above his head
Timer to keep the clock stopped.
In (c) and (d). it is a legal tap and the cluck
starts with such tap. Following a toss, it is
to instruct

not essential that the Official signal time-in
but it is essential that he signal that the
clock remain stopped or be stopped if erroneously started when the toss is defective or
the tap is not in accordance with the rules.
8. Play: As the 4th quarter ends, the score
is: (a) tied: or (b) A 31— B 30. Al commits
a foul before the ball becomes dead or clearly
after the ball becomes dead.
Failing: If the foul occurs before the ball

becomes dead, the free throw

is

attempted

as a part of the 4th period. This applies in
either (a) or (b). If the foul is clearly after
the ball has become dead, an extra period is
played in (a) and this extra period begins
with the throwing of the free throw or
throws. But in (b). the score is not tied at

the time the ball becomes dead and there is
no reason for playing the extra period unless
the free throw or throws result in a tie
score. Consequently, in (b), the free throw
or throws are attempted as a part of the 4th
period and unless the free throw or throws
result in a tie score, no extra period is played.
9. Play
After a first extra period has ended in a tie score, a flagrant foul is committed
by Al. If both throws are successful, is an
extra period played and is the game ended
when the second point is scored ?
Ruling: Yes to both questions. The second
extra period begins with the throwing of the
free throws. If both are successful, two points
have been scored by Team B after the ending of the first extra period.
The second
extra period and the game are ended as soon
as the second point is scored.
10. Play If a game develops into an actionless contest, may the Official choose to invoke a time limit on continuous control in
the front court?
Ruling: The rules do not give him this
authority unless it is a case where the player
in control is closely guarded. However, the
National Rules Committee urges state-wide
groups or conference-wide groups to experi:

:
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ment by authorizing Officials in the given
situation to announce to both teams that for
the remainder of the period, a 15-second
time limit on continuous control in the front
court will be in effect. While such time limit
is in effect, an Official is authorized to estimate the first 5 seconds and to count the remaining 10 seconds in the same way he
counts in administering the 10-second rule
for advancing the ball from the back court.
11. Play: What is the status of the wide
free throw lane and the fan-shaped backboard for high school courts?

Ruling: For high school, junior high school
Y.M.C.A. courts, the narrow lane is
designated for the season of 1956-57. For the
current season, state-wide groups have been
authorized to make the transition immediately.
Unless the state-wide group has announced such adoption, the narrow lane will
be used. On courts which are being newly
surfaced and marked, it is recommended
that the permanent markings lie with the
wide lane and that tape or other temporary
marking be used to indicate the narrow lane.
The rules do not prohibit the use of a solid
color for the restricted part of the lane or
for the center circle. If a solid color is used,
it is not necessary to mark the 2-inch lane
lines. The half-circle in the free throw lane
and the diameter of the center circle should
be clearly shown.
At latest report, the wide lane will he
used this season in: Arkansas, Arizona.
Georgia, Kansas, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Utah, Washington and one or two sections
in New York.
The remaining 36 states will
use the narrow lane unless adoption without
a report has been made.
For all groups except the college group,
the fan-shaped backboard is official. Such
backboard is prescribed for all high school
or Y.M.C.A. courts when new equipment is
being installed. For the A.A.U. group, either
the large backboard or the small backboard
is authorized. For the college group, transparent large backboards are prescribed.
12. Play: While the Official is getting
ready to start a period with a center jump,
a foul or violation occurs before the ball is
tossed. What is the proper procedure?
Ruling: There is no violation which can
occur under such circumstances. Any infraction of the jumping rules would occur after
the ball has become alive by having left the
Official's hand. Any foul which occurs at
the indicated time would be a technical foul.

and

!!

;

;
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Under such circumstances, the ball becomes
alive and the period begins when the ball is

is

placed at the disposal of the free thrower.
The free throw for technical foul is followed
by a throw-in at mid-court.
13. Play: Free throw by Al is in flight
toward the basket when Bl jumps above the
lane to tap the ball. After his tapping of
the ball: (a) it goes out of bounds; or (b)
falls in the basket. Is this a violation for the
ball going out of bounds or a violation for
touching a free throw in flight? Also, does
the free throw in (b) count?
Ruling: It is not a violation for either of
the listed reasons. It is a violation for Bl
having a foot above the lane too soon. The
ball becomes dead as soon as the free throw
ends, i.e., when touched by any player. This
is before the ball has gone out of bounds in
(a) and before it goes in the basket in (b).
The free throw is not successful. In either
case a substitute free throw is awarded.
14. Play: While Al is rebounding he bats
the ball into his basket. Bl pushes: (a) before the batted ball is in flight; or (b) after
ball is in flight. Is this a try for field goal?
Is the action of Al a form of continuing motion ? Does goal count ?
Ruling: It is neither a try nor continuing
motion. The foul by B causes ball to become
dead immediately, hence, it is not a field
goal. In certain rebounding activity, a player
may have the ball balanced on his hand and
then throw with a flip of the wrist. Such a
movement may be termed a throw rather

it is a legal free throw. In
not in accordance with the
conditions in Rule 4-8. No penalty is prescribed for this specific act but it would be
almost impossible to have such a throw followed by a subsequent legal attempt without
having the free thrower violate the 10-second
time limit as prescribed in 9-1- (a). If the
Official discovers the intent before the throw
is in flight, he should kill the ball immediately and order the free thrower into the circle
with the 10-second count continuing. If he
does not stop the action until after the ball
is in flight, he should penalize for violation
of the 10-second time limit.
18. Play: What is the reason for the revised wording in the last paragraph of Rule
5-7 concerning tie games?
Ruling: The onlv purpose is to provide
more specific coverage. No change in procedure is intended. There are a great many
factors which might affect the procedure.
It is almost impossible to cover all of these
without having someone claim that the meaning is not clear. The present wording may be
an improvement over last year's wording.
Opinions will differ.

than

This standard has his measure been
Since time itself began.

a bat.

15. Play: Is there any circumstance under
which a throw-in might be made from the
free throw lane extended?

Ruling: No. The prohibition applies at
either end of the court and after a successful goal as well as after any other out of
bounds ball. After a successful goal, a player
might run through or pass the ball through
the free throw lane extended.
16. Play: During free throw by Al, A2
occupies one of the number one alleys or
one of these alleys is not occupied by any
plaver. Is this a violation?
the responsibility of the
Official to have these two alleys occupied by
opponents of the free thrower. He should
not permit the throw to be made until these
two alleys are properly occupied. If he fails
to observe this, no penalty is enforced.
17. Play: Free thrower Al chooses to attempt his free throw from a position several
feet behind the free throw line. The throw

Ruling: No.

It is

attempted from:

(a) inside the free

circle; or (b) outside of

such

throw

circle.

Ruling: In (a),

(b), the

throw

is

MEASURE OF MAN
The man's no bigger than the way

He

treats his fellow

man

He's measured not by race or creed,
High-sounding though they be;
Nor by the gold that's put aside;

Nor by

his sanctity.

He's measured not by social rank.
When character's the test;
Nor by his earthly pomp or show,
Displaying wealth possessed.
He's measured by his justice, right;
His fairness at his play,
His squareness in all dealings made
His honest upright way.

These are his measures ever near

To serve him when they can
For man's no bigger than the way

He

treats his fellow

man

—Rotary
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MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

Award Sweaters and

Jackets

We

exclusive patterns

have award sweaters made especially

HAND

by

We

KNIT. IMPERIAL,

STADIUM

have jackets made for us especially by

made

to our

O'SHEA.

BUTWIN

to our special order, reversible, all styles

We know

own

and, of course

and POWERS
and fabrics.

;

also

of no better values anywhere.

We can furnish you with athletic award letters in chenille to your order
of the very highest quality and at reasonable prices.
Remember

that each and every order for any type of merchandise,
whether special-made or out of stock, gets the personal attention of every

person in our store.
If

you would

like to see

our salesman for either football or basketball

supplies, call us at 103 or 104 Mayfield.

ROY BOYD, HERBIE HUNT. JIM MITCHELL. BILL HUNT
BYRN,

JR. are always in our store, ready to assist you

in

or C. A.

every

way

possible.
If

you want the

BEST QUALITY

and the

BEST SERVICE,

HUNT'S.

Hunfs

Athletic

Goods Co.

PHONE 103 OK 104
MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY
THE LARGEST EXCLUSIVE ATHLETIC HOUSE

IN

THE SOUTH

contact

THE

SCORE MASTER
y .#*^SEC.
in. i

# HOME

VISITORS
A

dynamic scoreboard and timer.

Scientifically

Basketball
Scoreboards

•

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

•

RADIAL TYPE

•

ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION

•

ACCURATE-POSITIVE TIMING

•

DIMENSIONS
72"

x

34"

x

VISIBILITY

6"

Units: 6l/2 "x 10"

MODEL 250-6W

$415.00

designed for easy operation, greater

legibility

and

low cost installation.
When ordering give distance from board to power plug. 8-foot power plug cable attached to board.
Extra power cable 16c per foot.
When ordering give distance from board to operator's table. Control cable extra 36c per foot.
Control box has 10 feet of cable attached. If additional cable is needed specify how much.

THE MIGHTY MITE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

CONTROL CABLE
POWER CABLE per
-

-

A

sturdy low

fine,

per

ft.

ft.

16c

The best value

schools.

•

Length

e

Height

4'

-

-

the small
yet!

2"

2'

8"

6"

•

Depth

-

9

Dial

25" diam.

•

Units

-

-

board.

priced

Built to last. Excellent for

36c

6"/2 "

x

10"

Automatic Horn • Positive Timing
Ba':ed Enanel Finish • Control Unit
with 10-ft. cable and plug • 8-ft.
pov/er cable and plug • Standard
base 71/2-watt lamps.

No. 253-4
$295.00

No. 253-4

THE SUTCLIFFE

COMPANY

INCORPORATED
225

SOUTH

FOURTH

ST.

LOUISVILLE

!,

KENTUCKY

